Riddhi Siddhi Computers

https://www.indiamart.com/riddhissiddhicomputers/

We are famous for the **manufacturing, trading and retailing** of a wide assortment of **Electronics Security Devices and Accessories**. These offered products are known for their long service life and supreme quality.
About Us

Riddhi Siddhi Computers since 1996, with an affirmation to manufacturing, trading and retailing a high-quality range of Finger Print Login Sensor, Secugen Fingerprint Reader, RF ID Card, Touch Screen Attendance, Barcode Label Chromo, Wholesale Portable Mobile Printer and many more. In adding to this, our range of products is renowned for attractive attributes like sturdy design, easy to use, strong construction, lightweight, and low cost.

We are backed by a well-experienced team of professionals who work in complete passion to enable the quality range of electronic security devices and accessories. In addition to this, our technical unit has always assisted us in the preliminary design phase of our assortment ensuring electronics security devices and accessories conforming to the set industry parameters.

Our mentor Mr. Ravi Jain manages the entire business activities and works on business principles. The reputed position we have attained is the result of his deep knowledge, rich business acumen, and vast industry experience.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/riddhisiddhicomputers/profile.html
FINGERPRINT SCANNERS AND READER

- Fingerprint Reader Nitgen Hamster DX
- Finger Print Login Sensor
- Secugen Fingerprint Reader
- Finger Scanner 4 4 2 For Aadhar
ATTENDANCE RECORDER & ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM

RF ID Card

Standalone Face RFID Time and Attendance Terminal

Face ID Attendance Recorder

Touch Screen Attendance
1D, 2D, 3D BARCODE SCANNER

- MS 7120 Metrologic Honeywell Barcode Scanner
- Mk 5145 Barcode Scanner Honeywell
- AS 8000 Argox Barcode Scanner
- LS2208 Zebra Scanner Barcode
BARCODE PRINTERS, LABEL PRINTERS & RECEIPT PRINTERS

TVS LP45 Barcode Printer

Zebra GC420 Desktop Barcode Printer

Argox CP 2140 Barcode Printer

Zebra GT820 Desktop Barcode Printer
NOTE COUNTING MACHINES & PAPER SHREDDERS

Paper Shredder Kores Easy Cut 852 - 15 Sheet / 6 Min

Paper Shredder Kores Easy Cut 871 (20 Sheet)

Currency Counting Machine

Currency Counting Machine
PRINTER PARTS, ACCESSORIES & SUPPLIES

- Thermal Paper Roll
- TVSE LP45 Printer Head
- Brother Laminated Labels & Tape Cassettes
- GC420T Zebra Printer Head
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- MFS 100 USB Fingerprint Scanner Mantra
- ESSL X990 Biometric Time Attendance System
- As-8520 Argox Barcode Scanner
- PT-2030 Brother Desktop Label Printer
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CONTACT US

Riddhi Siddhi Computers
Contact Person: Ravi Jain

11/9, Agboatwala Building, Ground Floor, Topiwala Lane Lamington Road
Mumbai - 400007, Maharashtra, India
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